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Despite the interest in sulfur monoxide (SO) among astrochemists, spec-
troscopists, inorganic chemists, and organic chemists, its interaction with
water remains largely unexplored. We report the first high level theoret-
ical geometries for the two minimum energy complexes formed by sulfur
monoxide and water, and we report energies using basis sets as large
as aug-cc-pV(Q+d)Z and correlation effects through perturbative quadru-
ple excitations. One structure of SO· · ·H2O is hydrogen bonded and the
other chalcogen bonded. The hydrogen bonded complex has an elec-
tronic energy of –2.71 kcal mol−1 and a zero kelvin enthalpy of –1.71 kcal
mol−1, while the chalcogen bonded complex has an electronic energy of
–2.64 kcal mol−1 and a zero kelvin enthalpy of –2.00 kcal mol−1. We also
report the transition state between the two structures, which lies below
the SO· · ·H2O dissociation limit, with an electronic energy of –1.26 kcal
mol−1 and an enthalpy of –0.81 kcal mol−1. These features are much
sharper than for the isovalent complex of O2 and H2O, which only pos-
sesses one weakly bound minimum, so we further analyze the structures
with open-shell SAPT0. We find that the interactions between O2 and
H2O are uniformly weak, but the SO· · ·H2O complex surface is governed
by the superior polarity and polarizability of SO, as well as the diffuse
electron density provided by sulfur’s extra valence shell.
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1 Introduction

Sulfur monoxide (SO) is a highly reactive biradical that quickly disproportionates into S2O and

SO2.1–3 Despite this, the compound is of interest in several different areas of chemistry. Sulfur com-

pounds are known to be of special importance to the formation of aerosols, the chemistry of which

is far from fully understood.4 Sulfur monoxide is known to be an intermediate in atmospheric sulfur

oxidation processes, being formed by oxidation of elemental sulfur5 and itself being oxidized to form

SO2
6,7 and SO3.8 Its importance in sulfur oxidation has also led to it being considered a major inter-

mediate in the combustion of sulfur compounds9 and included in sulfur combustion mechanisms.10–12

Sulfur monxoide can undergo additional reactions with dienes to produce unsaturated cyclic sulfox-

ides,13–15 and even the excited singlet state can now be transferred.16 It is a known ligand in inor-

ganic synthesis.17–24 Its electronic,25–27 rotational,28,29, and vibrational30–34 spectra have all been

thoroughly analyzed. Theory correctly predicted, prior to experiment, the assignment of electronic

transitions involving emissions from the c 1Σ− and A′ 1∆ states of SO,35 as well as the fundamental

vibrational frequency of the A′′ 3Σ+electronic state.36

However, sulfur monoxide is probably of greatest interest to astrochemists. The highly reactive SO

can be long-lived in the near vacuum of space, so it is present in relatively large abundance.37 Astro-

chemists have used its spectroscopic signatures to gauge the lifetimes of stars and to probe magnetic

field intensities.38 SO can be used to determine if a star is in the hot core phase of development, or if

a region of space is dominated by shock waves,39 and it can potentially identify disk winds.40 There

is also evidence of its existence on the Jovian moon Io41–43 as well as Venus.44,45

Despite all this, SO remains so understudied that even its interaction with water remains mysteri-

ous. Two studies have considered reactions that form H2O and SO in the excited 1∆ state. Montoya,

Sendt, and Haynes46 computed ∆H0K for three possible reactions between water and 1∆ SO. Frank,

Sadílek, Ferrier, and Tureček47 concluded computationally that water and 1∆ SO were possible dissoci-

ation products of dihydroxysulfane. They performed neutralization-reionization mass spectrometry on

dihydroxysulfane and observed SO and H2O formation with respective rate constants of 4.3±0.4×105

and 4×104 s−1.

Recently, Wakelam, Loison, Mereau, and Ruaud48 computed geometries and binding energies for
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the complex between H2O and 3Σ− SO to model the desorption of SO from ice surfaces. The theoreti-

cal results of reference 48 differ from those reported here in several respects. Wakelam et al. reported

three geometries computed at M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ. Correspondence with the authors revealed that

one was an energy minimum bound with an electronic energy of 3.1 kcal mol−1. The other two

SO· · ·H2O stationary points were concluded to be transition states with activation energies of 0.6 and

1.1 kcal mol−1, with respect to separated SO plus H2O.

One might expect this system to be similar to the well-studied O2· · ·H2O system, since O2 and SO

are isovalent. However, the O2· · ·H2O complex has a dissociation energy of only 0.64 kcal mol−1, and

the eleven known first and second order saddle points are all within 0.50 kcal mol−1 of the global

minimum.49,50 The surface is so flat that due to nuclear delocalization, the ground state rotational

wavefunction is of C2v symmetry, despite a Cs minimum geometry.49,51 The features of the SO· · ·H2O

potential surface reported by Wakelam et al. appear much less flat.

To discover why the potential energy surface for the O2· · ·H2O complex from experiment and

theory is so different from the SO· · ·H2O stationary points reported by Wakelam et al., we employ

high levels of ab initio theory to accurately compute the surface of this important complex and to

provide a physical interpretation for the computational results.

2 Theoretical Methods

2.1 Geometries

The geometries of all open-shell species studied were optimized using unrestricted coupled cluster

theory with single, double, and perturbative triple excitations [UCCSD(T)] on a restricted open-shell

reference (ROHF).52,53. The one closed-shell species, water, was studied by the analogous closed-

shell methods.54,55 All geometry optimizations and harmonic vibrational frequencies were computed

in MOLPRO 2010.1.56 For all these computations, the core electrons occupying the 1s shell of oxygen

atoms and the 1s, 2s, and 2p shells of sulfur atoms were not correlated. The Hartree–Fock densities

were converged to within 10−11 and the coupled cluster energies were converged to within 10−12

Hartree. The internal coordinates of each geometry were converged to a root mean square force of

10−8 Hartree Bohr−1 using the four-point gradient.

Previous research has demonstrated that the use of different basis sets can change the number of
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imaginary modes for a stationary point on the isovalent O2· · ·H2O surface.50 Thus the basis set depen-

dence of the optimal geometry for the SO· · ·H2O complex reported by Wakelam et al. was investigated

before deciding what basis set should be used for the remainder of this study. Initial optimizations

were performed with the cc-pV(X+d)Z and aug-cc-pV(X+d)Z families of basis sets, where X = (D, T,

Q).57–60 The potential around the torsional angle between the O of SO and the water molecule was

found to be very flat, and for the cc-pV(X+d)Z basis sets, this resulted in changes in the dihedral angle

of over 30◦, depending on the basis set truncation level. By contrast, the augmented basis sets consis-

tently found the torsional angle of the minimum at 180 degrees, enforcing Cs symmetry at each basis

set truncation level. To confirm that the different behavior was due solely to the use of augmented

functions, the computations were repeated with the cc-pwCVXZ and aug-cc-pwCVXZ families of basis

sets,61 which provide an alternate treatment of the tight d functions needed for third row atoms, such

as sulfur. The results were found to be similar to those from the non-core-weighted basis sets, so all

further computations were performed with the aug-cc-pV(X+d)Z family of basis sets.

Harmonic vibrational frequencies were then computed using finite differences of energies at the

same level of theory as the optimized structures. All reported transition states had a single imaginary

frequency, while the other stationary points had all real frequencies. The optimized geometries and

vibrational frequencies are reported in the Supplementary Information.†

As our investigation discovered two minimum energy SO· · ·H2O complexes, we also optimized a

transition state connecting the two structures. The connectivity was confirmed by an intrinsic reaction

coordinate (IRC) computation using the Gonzalez–Schlegel algorithm62 in a locally modified version

of PSI4,63 using finite differences of energies. The energies were computed using CCSD(T)/aug-cc-

pV(D+d)Z on an unrestricted Hartree-Fock reference using CFOUR64, with the starting geometry

optimized at the same level of theory in CFOUR. The IRC trajectory is included in the Supplementary

Information.†

2.2 Energies

Convergence of the relative electronic energies with respect to method and basis set was monitored

by the focal point approach of Allen and co-workers.65–68 For each species, the energy was computed

using correlation-consistent basis sets up to aug-cc-pV(5+D)Z57–60 at the UCCSD(T) level. The energy
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was then extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limit.69,70 This energy, relative to that of the

reactants, is ∆Ee,CBS. To obtain the final energy, the following corrections, relative to water and SO,

were added to ∆Ee,CBS:

1. To estimate the contribution of full triple excitations and perturbative quadruple excitations, the

following correction was computed using the aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z basis set with both CCSD(T)/ROHF

and CCSDT(Q)/ROHF methods in MRCC,71 using the CCSDT(Q)/B ansatz, per previous stud-

ies72:

∆T(Q) = ∆ECCSDT(Q)−∆ECCSD(T).

2. To estimate the effect of the frozen core approximation, the energy was corrected with the differ-

ence between energies with and without the frozen core approximation at the UCCSD(T)/aug-

cc-pWCQZ level59,61 using MOLPRO 2010.1:56

∆CORE = ∆EAE-CCSD(T)−∆ECCSD(T).

3. To estimate relativistic effects, a scalar correction was computed at the all-electron CCSD(T)/aug-

cc-pCVTZ level59,61 in CFOUR 1.0. The following correction from direct perturbation theory

at second order in c−1 (DPT2) includes the Darwin-term and one-electron and two-electron

mass-velocity terms:73,74

∆REL = ∆EAE-CCSD(T)/DPT2−∆EAE-CCSD(T).

4. To estimate the effect of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the diagonal Born–Oppenheimer

correction75,76 was computed using the aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z57–60 basis set, at the ROHF level in

CFOUR.64 In this correction, T̂n is the nuclear kinetic energy operator and Ψe(r;R) is the elec-

tronic wavefunction with parametric dependence on nuclear coordinates.

∆DBOC = 〈Ψe(r;R)|T̂n|Ψe(r;R)〉 .
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To obtain the final enthalpy at zero kelvin, relative to water and SO, the difference in harmonic

zero point vibrational energy (ZPVE) between the complex and the reactants was added to the relative

electronic energy. The harmonic ZPVE used was the ZPVE coming from the frequencies computed in

the previous section.

Lastly, to decompose the binding energy into physically meaningful terms, the open-shell variant

of SAPT0 implemented in PSI4 was used.77–79 The use of SAPT0 allows computation of electrostatic,

induction, dispersion, and exchange contributions to the binding energy. SAPT0 computations were

performed on the final optimized geometries for the species studied. To compare our SO· · ·H2O

complexes to O2· · ·H2O complexes, the geometries reported by Dreux and Tschumper were used.

SAPT0 computations used an unrestricted reference, the jun-cc-pV(D+d)Z basis,80 and the jun-cc-

pV(D+d)Z-ri81 density fitting basis for density fitting within SAPT0. The jun family of basis sets are

known to maximize cancellation of errors within SAPT0.82

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Geometries

Optimization revealed two minimum energy SO· · ·H2O complexes at the UCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV(Q+d)Z

level of theory. The first minimum is that reported by Wakelam et al.48 and is analogous to the single

minimum found by Dreux and Tschumper50 on the O2· · ·H2O surface. The two structures are com-

pared in the left column of Figure 1. In the structure of Dreux and Tschumper, one of the O2 oxygens

is hydrogen bonded to water at a distance of 2.637 Å. The hydrogen bond length in our complex is

2.123 Å. In O2· · ·H2O, the water is rotated to be closer to the other oxygen of O2, and the distance

between the oxygens of SO and H2O is 3.297 Å compared to the 3.610 Å between the SO sulfur the

H2O oxygen. This indicates an energy-lowering oxygen-oxygen interaction in the O2· · ·H2O structure.

The O−O−H angle is nearly linear at 179.1◦, but the S−O−H angle is 150.3◦.

The other complex found is analogous to the O2· · ·H2O complex labeled Complex XI by Dreux

and Tschumper.50 The two structures are compared in the right column of Figure 1. They report a

C2v complex with a 3.167 Å chalcogen bond between an oxygen on O2 and the oxygen of H2O. The

complex of Dreux and Tschumper has a single b2 imaginary mode.50 Comparison with the results of

Sabu,49 who performed IRC computations on the structures, shows that the imaginary mode leads
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(a) Miniumum: −2.71 kcal mol−1 (b) Transition State: −1.26 kcal mol−1 (c) Minimum.: −2.64 kcal mol−1

(d) Minimum: −0.70 kcal mol−1 (e) Transition State: −0.52 kcal mol−1 (f) Transition State: −0.33 kcal mol−1

Fig. 1 The geometries of the SO−H2O complex (top) compared to the analogous geometries of the O2−H2O
system (bottom). The left structures are the hydrogen bonded minima, the right structures are the end-to-
end chalcogen bonded complexes, and the middle structures are the transition states connecting them. The
O2· · ·H2O geometries and energies were computed by Dreux and Tschumper50 using UCCSD(T)/cc-pV(Q+d)Z
with augmented functions on non-hydrogen atoms. The SO· · ·H2O structures presented here were computed
in this work and optimized at UCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV(Q+d)Z. Energies do not include zero point vibrational
energy. The orientation of O2 and SO is found to be constant throughout the figures. Distances are in Å.
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Fig. 2 The energy of SO· · ·H2O alone the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) path from the hydrogen bonded
structure to the chalcogen bonded structure. IRC trajectories were computed at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z
due to the flatness of the isovalent O2· · ·H2O surface. Red lines denote energies of the optimized structures.
Full IRC trajectories are available in the Supporting Information.†

to in-plane rotation of water to form another transition state which possesses the hydrogen bond

of the energy minimum but lacks its oxygen-oxygen interaction. Our structure has a chalcogen bond

between the sulfur of SO and the oxygen of H2O at a distance of 2.996 Å. For SO· · ·H2O, this structure

is a minimum energy complex, not a transition state.

To investigate the possibility of other, undiscovered complexes, geometry optimizations were

attempted for all SO· · ·H2O complexes analogous to those reported by Dreux and Tschumper for

O2· · ·H2O, with six different functionals and both possible replacements of O2 to SO. No other local

energy minima were discovered.

The transition state and reaction path between the two complexes were also identified, and they

were found to contrast starkly against O2· · ·H2O, as shown in the middle column of Figure 1. At the

transition state for SO· · ·H2O, the chalcogen bond between the sulfur and the oxygen of water has
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extended to 3.348 Å and the water has begun to rotate in-plane. This rotation motion takes SO· · ·H2O

between the two minimum energy complexes, and following the intrinsic reaction coordinate shows

a smooth energy dependence, depicted in Figure 2. The transition state between the two O2· · ·H2O

complexes, however, maintains the hydrogen bond of the global minimum, but has the oxygen of

water far away from O2. To understand the path of the O2· · ·H2O complexes, we turn to the IRCs

reported by Sabu et al.49 We infer from the connectivities reported that their head-on chalcogen

bonded structure (Figure 1f) has water rotate in-plane, with minimal translation motion to move to

a lower energy intermediate state (Figure 1e). The water then rotates out of plane before returning

to Cs symmetry with the water oxygen now weakly chalcogen bonded to O2 (Figure 1d). As a further

difference, in SO−H2O, the water interacts with different atoms between the two structures, but in

O2−H2O the dominant interaction is with the same atom in each structure.

Other stationary points discovered are reported in the Supporting Information.†

3.2 Energies

For all species, we observe good convergence of the energies with respect to both basis set and method.

The (T) correction is no larger than 0.18 kcal mol−1, and all changes observed using basis sets of at

least augmented triple zeta quality are systematic. The auxiliary corrections for perturbative quadru-

ple excitations, core correlation, relativistic effects, and breakdown of the Born–Oppenheimer approx-

imation are all less than 0.04 kcal mol−1, so no more extensive treatment is warranted. We note that

as the reactants move from the hydrogen bonded geometry to the chalcogen bonded geometry, the

bulk of the relative correlation energy becomes easier to recover, no longer requiring a coupled cluster

treatment but only MP2. This gives the hydrogen bonded complex an electronic energy of −2.71 kcal

mol−1 and the chalcogen bonded complex an energy of −2.64 kcal mol−1.

However, upon including zero-point vibrational energy, the chalcogen bonded complex becomes

the global minimum at −2.00 kcal mol−1, whereas the hydrogen bonded complex has an enthalpy

of −1.71 kcal mol−1. The chalcogen bonded complex has a a lower zero-point vibrational energy

compared to the reactants, due to having lower frequency intermolecular modes, shown as the last

five vibrational frequencies in Table 2. For instance, the hydrogen bonded complex has its two highest

intermolecular vibrational frequencies at 327 and 238 cm−1, whereas the chalcogen bonded complex
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Table 1 Incremented focal point table for enthalpy differences for the movement of SO· · ·H2O from the hydro-
gen bonded structure to the chalcogen bonded complex, relative to separated SO plus H2O. Energies are com-
puted as described in Section 2, using the equation: ∆H0K = ∆Ee,CBS +∆T(Q) +∆CORE +∆REL +∆DBOC +∆ZPVE.
All energies are in kcal mol−1. The geometries are shown in Figure 1

Basis Set ∆Ee ROHF +δ MP2 +δ UCCSD
+δ

UCCSD(T)
∆Ee Net

(A) Hydrogen Bonded Complex
aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z −2.38 +0.01 −0.72 −0.18 [−3.28]
aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z −2.23 −0.03 −0.64 −0.16 [−3.06]
aug-cc-pV(Q+d)Z −2.22 +0.08 −0.61 −0.15 [−2.90]
aug-cc-pV(5+d)Z −2.19 +0.14 −0.62 −0.15 [−2.81]

CBS [−2.17] [+0.21] [−0.62] [−0.14] [–2.73]

∆H0K =−2.73+0.04−0.02+0.00−0.01+1.04 =−1.71−1.71−1.71

(B) Transition State
aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z −0.86 −0.26 −0.27 −0.10 [−1.48]
aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z −0.69 −0.33 −0.23 −0.11 [−1.36]
aug-cc-pV(Q+d)Z −0.65 −0.32 −0.22 −0.11 [−1.30]
aug-cc-pV(5+d)Z −0.63 −0.30 −0.22 −0.11 [−1.27]

CBS [−0.62] [−0.29] [−0.23] [−0.11] [–1.25]

∆H0K =−1.25+0.01−0.01−0.01+0.00+0.45 =−0.81−0.81−0.81

(C) Chalcogen Bonded Complex
aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z −1.99 −0.86 +0.05 −0.16 [−2.96]
aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z −1.62 −1.02 +0.06 −0.17 [−2.75]
aug-cc-pV(Q+d)Z −1.57 −1.04 +0.08 −0.18 [−2.70]
aug-cc-pV(5+d)Z −1.55 −1.00 +0.08 −0.18 [−2.65]

CBS [−1.54] [−0.96] [+0.08] [−0.18] [–2.60]

∆H0K =−2.60+0.02−0.03−0.03+0.00+0.64 =−2.00−2.00−2.00
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Table 2 Harmonic vibrational frequencies of the SO· · ·H2O structures computed at UCCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pV(Q+d)Z. Changes in the five intermolecular vibrational frequencies cause the chalcogen bonded structure to
have lower ∆H0K than the hydrogen bonded structure, despite the hydrogen bonded structure having a higher
electronic energy. All frequencies are in cm−1. The geometries are shown in Figure 1. The point groups are
provided and the vibrations described in the SI†

Mode Number Hydrogen Bonded Structure Transition State Chalcogen Bonded Structure
ω1 3925 3934 3937
ω2 3809 3825 3829
ω3 1653 1652 1651
ω4 1153 1148 1144
ω5 327 105 146
ω6 238 103 98
ω7 138 66 84
ω8 59 58 70
ω9 22 49i 61

has frequencies of 146 and 98 cm−1.

We attribute this zero point energy difference between the two complexes, large enough to change

which is the minimum geometry, to two effects. First, vibrations that disrupt the hydrogen bond have

a smaller reduced mass and thus larger frequency, compared to vibrations that disrupt the chalcogen

bond. The hydrogen bond breaking vibrations only need to move a hydrogen, whereas the chalcogen

bond breaking vibrations need to move the much more massive oxygen or sulfur atoms. Second,

the electrostatic component of the binding energy has a cosine dependence on the angle between the

monomer dipoles. In the chalcogen bonded complex, the dipoles are perfectly aligned at 180◦, but the

dipoles of the monomers of the hydrogen bonded complex are not. The cosine function has greater

sensitivity to perturbations in the angle away from 0 or 180 degrees, so the electrostatic energy likely

increases more for comparable displacements, leading to larger harmonic vibrational frequencies for

the hydrogen bonded complex.

With respect to separated SO· · ·H2O, the transition state has a zero kelvin enthalpy of −0.81 kcal

mol−1, but it has an electronic energy of −1.26 kcal mol−1, giving an electronic energy of activation

of approximately 1.4 kcal mol−1 from each side. This is in stark contrast to the O2· · ·H2O system,

where eleven first and second order saddle points had were less than 0.5 kcal mol−1 above the global

minimum in electronic energy.
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3.3 Energy Decomposition Analysis

To interpret the differences in the presented stationary points of the potential energy surfaces, we turn

to the energy decomposition analysis of SAPT0, shown in Figure 3.

All contributions to the binding energy in O2· · ·H2O are minuscule in comparison with the binding

energy contributions in SO· · ·H2O. The strongest attractive interaction between O2 and H2O is a−0.54

kcal mol−1 electrostatic contribution from the hydrogen bonded complex, shown in Figure 1d. Since

O2 has no permanent dipole, any electrostatic interaction with H2O must be through higher-order

terms of the multipole expansion, resulting in a low electrostatic contribution to the binding energy.

The exchange contributions for O2· · ·H2O are consistently low, but tend to decrease moving from the

hydrogen bonded structure to the structure where the two oxygens interact in a weak chalcogen bond;

see Figure 1f. The two molecules get further apart along this path, and reduced overlap explains the

decreasing significance of the exchange term. The small induction contribution is a consequence of

both oxygen’s poor polarizability83 and molecular oxygen not having a dipole to induce a charge

on water. Dispersion is weak due to O2· · ·H2O being far apart and having few electrons, relative to

SO· · ·H2O. We expect that any increase in dispersion strength from the two molecules approaching

would be more than compensated for by an increase in the exchange interaction.

Turning to the SAPT decomposition for SO· · ·H2O, we see much larger attractive contributions,

including −4.30 and −4.44 kcal mol−1 electrostatic contributions for the hydrogen bonded (Figure 1a)

and the chalcogen bonded structures (Figure 1c), respectively. This decreases to −1.94 kcal mol−1 for

the transition state between the two, indicating the reason for the differences between the O2· · ·H2O

and SO· · ·H2O surfaces: SO and H2O have interactions strong enough to cause changes in energy over

1 kcal mol−1 when transitioning between minima.

We explain the individual contributions as follows: SO has a relatively strong dipole of 1.55 de-

bye,84 allowing for a strong electrostatic interaction with H2O. Although the dipoles are perfectly

aligned in the chalcogen bonded structure (Figure 1c), the monomers of the chalcogen bonded struc-

ture are more separated than in the hydrogen bonded structure (Figure 1a), causing the electrostatic

contributions to be approximately equal. This proximity effect is also responsible for the magnitude

of the exchange contributions. Because sulfur has an additional valence shell compared to oxygen,
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Fig. 3 The decomposition of the binding energies of SO· · ·H2O and O2· · ·H2O according to open-shell SAPT0.
Geometries are those shown in Figure 1 and reported in detail in the Supporting Information.† SAPT0 compu-
tations were performed with the jun-cc-pV(D+d)Z basis and the jun-cc-pV(D+d)Z-ri density fitting basis
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we expect greater exchange overlap between SO and H2O compared to O2 and H2O, explaining the

difference in exchange interactions. The increase in induction magnitude is a consequence not only

of the polarity of SO but its greater polarizability.85 Lastly, the increase in dispersion is because both

sulfur has more electrons to disperse than oxygen does, and the intermolecular distance for SO· · ·H2O

tends to be smaller than for O2· · ·H2O. The greater distance between the two complexes in the chalco-

gen bonded complex leads to the reduction in magnitude of the exchange, induction, and dispersion

terms.

Finally, we can use the SAPT0 decomposition results to make sense of the differences in the ge-

ometries of the two species. SO· · ·H2O has a hydrogen bonded and a chalcogen bonded complex

that are approximately as favorable energetically, and the complexes smoothly rotate from one to the

other. But in O2· · ·H2O, the possible hydrogen bond and the chalcogen bond are both so weak that

it is advantageous to have both interactions at once. This is energetically preferred to optimizing the

strength of either interaction. We note that both the hydrogen bond and the chalcogen bond induce a

polarization on O2 beneficial to the other interaction.

Whereas the complexes of SO· · ·H2O can be understood primarily through their strongest inter-

action, the electrostatics, the interactions in the O2· · ·H2O complexes are weak enough that all in-

teractions must be considered at once. The minimum (Figure 1a) has a favorable hydrogen bond,

and the oxygen of water is able to form a very weak chalcogen bond with the opposite oxygen of

O2, decreasing the distance between water and oxygen and thus increasing the dispersion. There is

no strong oxygen-oxygen interaction to cause the water to rotate up, like with SO· · ·H2O, but it can

rotate out of plane with only minimal energy gain (Figure 1b). The lost electrostatic energy is ap-

proximately balanced by the lost exchange penalty, and although the oxygen of water is turned away

from O2, the hydrogen bond length decreases, so dispersion effects barely change. However, when

the water rotates again to the exclusively chalcogen bonded structure with an oxygen of O2 (Figure

1c), the electrostatic advantage is almost completely lost, but exchange penalty decreases due to the

molecules being further apart. Induction and dispersion decrease as well this time, so the energy goes

up significantly.
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4 Conclusions

We have studied the complexes formed between SO in its triplet ground state and H2O. We have

obtained geometries for the complexes and the connecting transition state with the UCCSD(T)/aug-

cc-pV(Q+d)Z method. Neither the second complex nor the transition state connecting the complexes

were reported by Wakelam et al.48 The previously studied complex was held together by a hydro-

gen bond, while our new complex adheres due to a chalcogen bond between the oxygen of H2O and

the sulfur of SO. We have further obtained energies for these structures, relative to the constituent

monomers, with CCSD(T)/CBS, including corrections for full triples and perturbative quadruples, the

frozen core approximation, the non-relativistic approximation, and the Born–Oppenheimer approxi-

mation. The smooth convergence of the focal point table and the smallness of the corrections attest

to the accuracy of the methods employed. We find that the hydrogen bonded complex has an energy

of −2.71 kcal mol−1, while the chalcogen bonded complex has an energy of −2.64 kcal mol−1. Adding

the relative zero point vibrational energy causes the relative energetic order of the two complexes to

swap. The hydrogen bonded complex has a higher zero kelvin enthalpy of −1.71 kcal mol−1, and

the chalcogen bonded complex has the lower enthalpy of −2.00 kcal mol−1. The transition state was

found to have an enthalpy of −0.81 kcal mol−1, showing it lies below separated SO plus H2O.

SAPT0 was used to decompose the binding energy of the SO· · ·H2O and O2· · ·H2O complexes, so

the differences between their surfaces could be interpreted. We found that although the two com-

plexes are isovalent, the interactions holding O2· · ·H2O together are very weak, but SO· · ·H2O can

be held together relatively strongly. This is because of SO’s polarity allowing for more electrostatic

interactions, its polarizability allowing for induction interactions, and its larger number of electrons

allowing for dispersion interactions. This leads to SO· · ·H2O having a potential surface with notice-

able changes in binding energies and smooth trajectories as the strong interactions break and form,

whereas O2· · ·H2O has a very flat potential surface and more chaotic trajectories due to a lack of

strong interactions to anchor it.
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